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Year Seven  
 

Kwame 
Alexander 

Rebound  Charlie Bell gets into trouble one too many times, so he is packed off to stay 
with his grandparents for the summer. During his time there his cousin, Roxie, 
introduces him to basketball and a legend on the courts is born. However, can 

Charlie resist when trouble comes knocking for him again? 
Malorie 

Blackman  
Noughts and 

Crosses  
Sephy is a Cross: dark-skinned and beautiful; she lives a life of privilege and 
power. Callum is a Nought: pale-skinned and poor. The two teenagers must 

risk everything when they fall in love.  
Aisha Bushby A Pocketful of 

Stars  
Safiya and her mum have never seen eye to eye. Her mum doesn’t 

understand Safiya’s love of gaming and Safiya doesn’t think they have 
anything in common. However, when her mum falls into a coma, Safiya finds 
herself in a strange and magical world, that looks a bit like one of her games.  

Sharna Jackson  High-Rise 
Mystery 

When sisters Nik and Norva find their community art teacher murdered on 
their tower block estate, they are determined to solve this terrible crime.  

Karyn Parsons  How High the 
Moon  

It is 1944, and in a small Southern town, eleven-year-old Ella spends her 
summers running wild with her cousins and friends. But life isn’t always so 
sunny. The deep racial tension that simmers beneath their town’s peaceful 
façade never quite goes away, and Ella misses her mama – a beautiful jazz 

singer, who lives in Boston.  

Jewell Parker 
Rhodes  

Ghost Boys  In Chicago, a white police officer shoots and kills Jerome, a black twelve-year-
old boy. As a ghost, Jerome witnesses the aftermath of his death, including 

scenes with his family, the police and the media.  

Benjamin 
Zephaniah  

Refugee Boy  This novel follows the story of Alem, a young boy who is brought to England 
by his father to try and find a safer life.  

 
Year Eight  

 
 

Muhammad 
Khan  

Kick the Moon  A high school drama that deals with serious matters like racism, toxic 
masculinity, bullying and finding your voice. 

Brittany Morris  Slay A fierce teen game developer battles a real-life troll intent on ruining the 
Black Panther-inspired video game she created and the safe community it 

represents for black gamers.  

Nic Stone Dear Martin  Justyce McAllister is top of his class and set for great things – but none of that 
matters to the police officer who just put him in handcuffs.  

Nicola Yoon  The Sun is also a 
Star  

When two young people meet on a train and fall in love, they have to make 
some difficult decisions.  

Benjamin 
Zephaniah  

Face  A young man’s life is completely changed when his face is badly scarred in an 
accident.  

 
 



Year Nine   
 
 

Elizabeth 
Acevedo 

Clap When You 
Land  

Camino Rios lives for the summers when her father visits her in the Dominican 
Republic. However, this time, on the day when his plane is supposed to land, 

Camino arrives at the airport to see crowds of people who are crying… 
Charlotte Nicole 

Davis  
The Good Luck 

Girls  
When the ‘Good Luck Girls’ are sold to a ‘welcome house’ and branded with 

markings, they become trapped in a life that they did not choose. When 
Clementine accidentally kills a man, the girls risk a dangerous escape and 

harrowing journey to find freedom, justice and revenge.  

Patrice 
Lawrence 

Orangeboy An exploration of gang culture centred around Marlon, who follows in his 
older brother’s footsteps when an innocent date ends in tragedy.  

Patrice 
Lawrence  

Rose, Interrupted  Two siblings try to make sense of the world after they escape from a strict 
religious sect with their mum.  

Manjeet Mann Run, Rebel  Amber is trapped. She is trapped by her father’s rules, by his expectations and 
by her own fears. Now she is ready to fight – for her mother, for her sister and 

for herself. However, freedom always comes at a price.  

Jason Reynolds  Long Way Down  When Will sees his older brother, Shawn, shot on the streets, he sets out to 
take revenge. Although he has never held a gun, he leaves his apartment with 

his brother’s gun tucked into his waistband. As he travels down on the 
elevator, the door opens on certain floors, and Will is confronted with a 

different figure from his past, each one was a victim of gun violence and each 
one played an important role in his life.   

Angie Thomas  The Hate U Give This novel follows the story of Starr Carter, who witnesses the fatal shooting 
of her best friend at the hands of a police officer.  

Angie Thomas On the Come Up  Bri wants to be one of the greatest rappers of all time. As the daughter of an 
underground hip hop legend, who died right before he hit big, Bri’s got 

massive shoes to fill. However, when her first song goes viral for all the wrong 
reasons, Bri finds herself at the centre of a controversy.  

Benjamin 
Zephaniah  

Gangsta Rap  The story of three boys who aren’t easy and get into a lot of trouble.  

Ibi Zoboi  American Street Fabiola Toussaint thought that she would finally find a good life in America. 
However, when her mother is detained by US immigration, Fabiola must 

navigate a hectic world alone.  

 


